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The Fundamental Practice of Bowing 
This is an excerpt of a teaching given by Ekai Osho Korematsu on day three of the April 2010 

seven day Bendoho retreat, held at Adekate Lodge Creswick, Victoria.  
Transcribed by Nicole Thomas, edited by Renata Salajić. 

Everyone is engaged in practice. We need to have an 

understanding of practice that is broad and down to 

earth. If we are not careful we can see our practice 

very narrowly. Human beings are basically narrow 

minded, so practice may mean just sitting and  

nothing about the kitchen. Don‘t you think that‘s the 

way you feel when you first come to retreat? The 

kitchen may be the last place you want to be  

practising! Very narrow minded - it‘s not like that. 

Particularly the style of Bendoho retreat we do where 

everything, each and everything, is nothing but an 

opportunity for practice. If we pay attention to the 

details there‘s no such thing as somebody is  

practicing, somebody is not.  

You are here practicing, everybody is practicing, 

whether they be in the Zendo or in the kitchen. Don‘t 

just think ―I‟m practicing in the Zendo, coming to 

meditation every week, my wife is [not practicing] 

reading at home, checking emails‖ - or something like 

that. That is very, very narrow-minded. If you are 

practicing, everyone is practicing. We need to  

broaden and be able to meet one another in that way, 

in that practice. So the usual discriminative thinking 

drops, seeing everything on absolute equal ground, 

absolute value.  

The concrete forms of practice, the fundamental 

ones, are the three forms. Sitting (zazen) as a  

practice, walking (kinhin) as a practice and bowing. 

Three forms, those are essential things. 

When Buddhism is transmitted, bowing is  

transmitted. Philosophy may be transmitted, but not 

in Buddhism! There is no philosophy, when Zen  

bowing is transmitted, Buddhism is transmitted.  

So you see the richness of the culture, Buddhist  

culture, when you see something like bowing taking 

Everything, each and everything, is nothing but 

an opportunity for practice 

When our tradition of Buddhism is transmitted, 

the three forms are transmitted, particularly 

bowing. 
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place. Sometimes it can become like a habit, a  

pattern. Lots of bowing. It‘s almost like a habit. When 

you go to Japan you pick up all those habits,  

everyone goes like this [Ekai demonstrating bowing 

to audience]. It‘s like a habit. In Japan everyone is 

going like that, in India, going like this [Ekai  

demonstrating movement to audience]. It‘s a habit, 

but those are also signs of going beyond the self. 

That is important. 

Bowing is a sign of Buddhism transmitted... beyond 

self. That practice is important, if we treat it as  

philosophy it remains just in the head (mind). If it‘s 

formal sitting meditation, it may remain in your body 

and your mind. If it has no relevance to the people 

around you, the environment around you, it is just 

your own psychology. If it just feels good, it‘s not 

Buddhism: yoga is enough. But bowing transcends, 

that is the emphasis.  

We put an emphasis on the Zen tradition, monastic 

tradition. Bowing is a great matter, a matter of  

human relations called Ninji, or personnel matter. 

Bowing is an expression, of being part of the same. 

At the beginning and end of the retreat, at New 

Year‘s, prostrations/bowing takes place. The various 

sectors (ryos), everyone is present. So practice 

doesn‘t happen in yourself, but mutually. A kind of a 

greeting isn‘t it? An acknowledgement,  

acknowledging personnel matters. When bowing 

takes place, the ground is firm and we can resume 

the practice period. At the ending, again. It‘s like 

that. 

When you enter the monastery, training  

monastery, as a novice, it is a personnel matter – 

Ninji. First you prostrate to the Shika (guest master), 

who leads you to a certain place for you to settle. 

Temporary admission is five to seven days, then you 

come out and receive certain instructions.  

When you are ready, you‘ll be accepted to a training 

place. Accepted into the monk‘s hall, the Zendo,  

assigned a role. A formal announcement is made and 

after it‘s done, Ninji happens. The newcomer goes to 

one of the various sectors, [for example] Ino ryo and 

Ino ryo members are all there and prostrations occur. 

Finally, the newcomer is accepted by the priest, both  

newcomer and Abbot exchanging bows. These  

personnel matters are very important.  

 

Bowing. It‘s an encounter where you are concerned 

with everything around you - it is all the same. There 

are other qualities of course; but the essence of it [is] 

mutual respect, without that there is no bowing.  

 

 

Archiving project 

An archiving project, focussing on the compilation 
and appropriate storage of past and future talks given 
by Ekai Osho, is planned to commence in the coming 

months. Over the years, talks of Ekai Osho‘s have 
been recorded regularly, with some transcribed and 
edited by the Koho Ryo, as well as by other  
volunteers. These talks include Sanzen-kai, retreats, 
One Day Workshops, Orientation and Deepening 
Courses and guest appearances, such as with the  

Kagyu Evam Institute.  

Whilst an extensive collection of recordings exists, if 
any members or friends have recordings,  
transcriptions or edited versions of our teacher‘s 
talks, please could you send them in electronic format 

to the Publications Manager, Renata by emailing  
publications @ jikishoan.org.au or send them by mail 
to Attention: Publications, Jikishoan Zen Buddhist 
Community, P.O. Box 475, Yarraville 3013 Victoria, 
Australia.   

Your assistance will ensure the project is as  

comprehensive as possible and will help to avoid  
duplication of future transcribing efforts. 

Gassho 

Renata Salajić, Publications 

Bowing transcends the individual  

and connects all. 
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Next Issue 
 

 
The next issue of Myoju will be posted at the Winter 
Equinox, 21st June 2011. Contributions that support 
our practice are most welcome, including articles, 
book reviews, interviews, personal reflections,  

artwork and photographs.PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP 
The content deadline is Sunday 8th May 2011.  

If you would like to contribute or advertise in the  
Winter 2011 edition of Myoju email:                        
publications @ jikishoan.org.au. 
 
 

Bright Pearl (Ikka-no-Myoju) 
 

 
 

 
From Dogen Zenji‟s Shobogenzo, Book 1, Chapter 4 
 
Master Gensa Shibi said as an expression of the truth, 

―The whole universe in the ten directions is one bright 
pearl‖. One day a monk asked Master Gensa, ―I have 
heard your words that the whole universe in the ten 
directions is one bright pearl. How should we  

understand this?‖ The Master answered, ―The whole 
universe in the ten directions is one bright pearl. 
What use is understanding?‖  

 
Later the Master asked the monk, ―How do you  
understand this?‖ the monk replied, ― The whole  
universe in the ten directions is one bright pearl.  
What use is understanding?‖ The Master said, ―I see 
that you are struggling to get inside a demon‘s cave  
in a black mountain. ...even surmising and worry is 

not different from the bright pearl. No action nor any 
thought has ever been caused by anything other than 

the bright pearl. Therefore, forward and backward 
steps in a demon‘s black-mountain cave are just the 
one bright pearl itself‖.—Dogen Zenji 
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Haiku by Basho (1644-1694) 

 

Translated by Sam Hamill, taken from The Essential 
Basho, Boston: Shambhala, 1998.  

All along this road 

not a single soul – only 

autumn evening 

 

Kono michi ya 

Yuku hito nashi ni 

Aki no kure 

 

Taken from „Zen Wave: Bassho‟s Haiku and Zen: 

Shoemaker and Hoard, 2008 by Robert Aitken Roshi 

On a withered branch 

A crow is perched: 

An autumn evening 

 

Kare eda ni 

Karasu notomari keri 

Aki no kure 
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Abbot’s News 

Kaneda Roshi: Japan Relief Appeal! 
―One warm meal for a victim‖ 

It was a relief. Finally, I was able to make contact 
with Taiten Kaneda Roshi 6 days after the magnitude 
9 earthquake in Japan.  He lives in Tsukidate, 70  
kilometres North of Sendai, Miyagi prefecture, Japan.   

He said with a clear and strong voice, ―Inside of  
Tsudaiji temple is still a mess but I am safe and so 
are my family and all the members of this temple”.  

It was good news. His temple and community were 
able to survive the disastrous earthquake. 

Many Jikishoan members who remember Kaneda 
Roshi from the two visits he made for Jikishoan‘s  
Foudation Day events, including the tenth  

anniversary, have been asking me about his safety 
and welfare since the earthquake and Tsunami. 

The deadly earthquake shook Japan‘s Tohoku region 
on 11 March and caused an unprecedented 10 metre 

tsunami.  Many cities and villages stretching 800  
kilometres along the coastline were completely  
destroyed and swept away. 

At the time of writing, over 13,000 people are  
counted dead and the search for survivors and the 

recovery of missing bodies of thousands are still  
continues.  

Kaneda Roshi said ―It is still winter here.‖ His heart is 
with the half million survivors who are coping with 

extreme difficulty. Particularly the 300,000 people 
housed in the temporary relief centres and shelters at 

2000 different locations widely spread across the four 
prefectures in Tohoku region.  

 All essential public services and systems such as 

electricity, transportation, communication and  
medical services are either destroyed or extremely 
limited. All possible relief efforts from the air, land 
and sea are under way but the water, food, fuel and 
blankets they need most cannot easily reach them.   

Relating to the regional Soto Temples and members 
alone, Kaneda Roshi told me looking at the map, in 

the Tsunami affected coastal line, he estimates about 
70 Soto temples may had been either directly hit or 
destroyed by the Tsunami. About 5,000 family  
members of all these temples are among the victims 

of the Tsunami.  Each family having an average of 
four members, meaning some 20,000 people have 
been badly affected. They are either dead or  
homeless. 

―What can we do now?” Many people everywhere are 
now asking the same or similar question. Already 
many have acted, in many different ways, for  

example: 

Akihito, the Japanese Emperor turned off the all lights 

of the Imperial palace. 

Shintaro Ishihara, the Governor of Tokyo, said that 

we are punished and now is the time for all Japanese 
people to detach from greed, shake off greed and  
become clean. A kind of wake-up call I think. 

The Mayor of New York City announced the City‘s  
decision to engage in a fund raising drive for Japan 
relief. 

All the Japanese students at Latrobe University are 
holding an origami workshop to make one thousand 
paper cranes, symbol of hope and prayer for peace 

and welfare. 

As we see and hear of suffering and human crises 

beyond our control, how can we as individuals and a 
community act to support the lives and welfare of the 
people in need? 

Kaneda Roshi was very appreciative when I told him 

of Jikishoan‘s plan of action; a fundraising initiative 
by Jikishoan members, collecting donations from 
members and friends for Japan relief for a period of 
one month.  

Donations will be collected to express our support for 
the Japan relief effort. I encourage all Jikishoan  

members and friends to make your contributions in 
the spirit of “one warm meal for a victim.” 

All donations will be sent to Kaneda Roshi at Tsudaiji 
temple as he offered to act as our office in Japan for 
this purpose.  

Sincerely yours in the Dharma, 

Ekai Korematsu Osho 

Abbot and Resident Teacher of Jikishoan Zen  

Buddhist Community 

 18 March 2011  
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Welcome to Jikishoan 

Zen Buddhist Community 
 
Jikishoan is a growing community of people learning 
and practicing Zen meditation under the guidance of 
Ekai Korematsu Osho. Ekai has practiced and taught 
Zen Buddhism in Japan, the USA and India for over 30 

years. 
 
The name of the community encapsulates it‘s spirit: 
―Jiki‖ means straight forward or direct; ―sho‖ means 
proof or satori; and ―an‖ means hut. The practice is the 
proof — there is no other proof separate from that. 
The proof, satori or awakening does not come after 

you have finished — it is direct, here and now. 
 
Jikishoan runs a range of programs throughout the 
year, which are conducted in the spirit of Bendoho — 
the original way of practice prescribed by Dogen Zenji 
in the 13th Century. 

 
More information about courses, one-day workshops, 
retreats and weekly meditation sessions can be found 
in the teaching schedule or on the website at 
www.jikishoan.org.au. We warmly welcome anyone 
who would like to know more about Zen Buddhism to 

attend any of these activities. 

 

How to Contact Us 
 

Melbourne 
Post: PO Box 475, Yarraville 3013, Victoria, Australia 
Phone/Fax: +61-3-9687-6981 

Email: contact @ jikishoan.org.au 
Website: www.jikishoan.org.au 
 

Canberra 
Post: PO Box 105, Jamieson Ctr, Jamieson ACT 2614 
Phone: 0427-319378, +61-2-62570372 (AH) 
Email: Canberra @ jikishoan.org.au 

 

 
Keep an eye on the skies 

Whilst sowing seed 

~ else weeds grow. 

 

Tend to seedlings 

Whilst singing to the heavens 

~ else flowers die. 

 

Andrew Holborn 

12/9/10 

David Benn, a member of Jikishoan from 2006 died 

on Tuesday 8 March 2011. 

Ekai Osho officiated at David‘s funeral on Sunday 13 

March 2011, with assistance from Kiyoko Taylor and 

Kevin Edwards. 

David participated in a range of community activities, 

including transcribing Ekai Osho‘s talks as a member 

of the Koho Ryo. 

Jikishoan members who knew David were greatly 

saddened by his passing. 
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Committee News 

From the President 
“according to the roots, the leaves spread forth” 

In the December 2010 issue of Myoju I wrote about 
Jikishoan from a local perspective, looking inwards, 
as to how our members and the committee with our 
Teacher nurture, sustain and build the practice. 

However we are also mindful that Jikishoan exists in 
the context of broader relationships; with the Soto 
School and a number of Temples in Japan. These are 

our roots and from these our practice has spread, we 

are supported by these traditions and the lineage of 
ancestors.  

During the past twelve months, some of our members 
have travelled to Japan to practice in various temples. 
Upon their return, they have brought their training 

and experience with them, which benefits and gives 
depth to our practice here in Australia. 

Haydn Halse is in the second year of his monk  
training at Daidoji and Tasha Sudan is presently  

undertaking a long period of training at Toshoji,  
having taken monk‘s ordination there. Both Georgia 
and Paul Nichols are also living and training at Toshoji 
(see photo) at the moment. 

During this period, others who have practiced at 

Toshoji include Kevin Edwards (6 weeks), Andrew 
Cawthorn (4 weeks), Kiyoko Taylor, Hannah Forsyth 
and Steven Nguyen for shorter periods. As well as 

time at Toshoji, Jikishoan‘s Head Student Hannah 
Shudo Forsyth, also spent 6 weeks training and  
practicing at Daidoji. Tasmanian member, Tom  
Vincent undertook a 40 day Ango at Shojoji and 
Shundo Denovan also spent time practicing in Japan. 

Closer to home there are branches and leaves of 
Jikishoan Melbourne, including the Jikishoan Canberra 
Bun-in and the related practice groups of Castlemaine 

and Ballarat. 

In a recent conversation with Peter Watts from  
Castlemaine, he gave me the news that the group is 
moving to a new meditation venue in a space at a 

Buoyancy House in Castlemaine. The core members 
of this group, who are also members of Jikishoan, are 
Georgie Duckett, Peter Watts and Cherry Tennant. 
The group meets for zazenkai twice a week, on  

Monday evening and Thursday morning. As a step 
forward in building and maintaining its relationship 
with Jikishoan the Castlemaine group has decided to 
attend Sunday Sanzen-kai in Melbourne at the  
Shiatsu College on the 2nd Sunday of each month. 

These relationships and connections both outside and 

within Australia are an important and vibrant part of 
the broader Jikishoan community. 

Vaughan Daisen Behncke, President 

Building Fund 

Jikishoan Zen Buddhist Community is raising funds to 

purchase a building to be used as a temple in the 
Melbourne metropolitan area.   

The facility will ideally have a Zendo (meditation 
room), kitchen and office, with room also for  
accommodation. 

Donations of $2 or more are tax deductable and can 

be made in person or by cheque to ‗Jikishoan Zen 
Buddhist Community‟ P.O. Box 475, Yarraville 3013 
Victoria, Australia. Please provide a stamped, self  
addressed envelope for a receipt to be mailed to you. 
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Education & Sangha News 

DAY OF PRACTICE 

MAY 15th 2011 

ONE DAY WORKSHOP 

 

An introduction to Zen Meditation and practice  
for Beginners. 

 Deepening practice for members, friends  
and IBS students. 

 

Please contact Shuso (Head Student), 

 Hannah Shudo if you would like to attend on  
(03)9687 6981 or email: 

contact @ jikishoan.org.au 

 

One Day Workshop dates 2011: 

 June 19, July 31, Oct 9, December 4. 

Held in Footscray, Victoria 

 

Flood Victims Appeal February 2011 

Some who came to Sanzenkai in January and  
February might have noticed that Jikishoan was  
collecting money for victims of the flood in Australia. 

Jikishoan Committee decided to support the collection 
of donations even though we are not a professional 
welfare organization, because we felt the need to do 

something, rather than just sitting back, watching 
such a disaster and doing nothing. 

Anybody who wanted to give a substantial amount to 

the flood disasters could do so by sending money  
directly to the related organization of their choice. For 
others who wanted to help victims by giving just 
pocket money, we thought we could facilitate their 

needs. 

The collected amount was three hundred dollars.  
As the saying goes: ―Many a little makes a mickle‖! 

At the February Committee Meeting, the donation 
was presented and a decision made to send it to the 
Red Cross. 

We wish to thank the people who donated.            
Your goodwill is really appreciated.           
 
Kiyoko Taylor, Welfare 

 

Ballarat group 

After a recess of three months, seven members and 
friends of the Ballarat group met with Ekai Osho and 
the President, Vaughan Behncke, in Ballarat on  
Sunday 20 February 2011 to discuss and decide on a 
future direction for the group and its practice. 

During the recess period, members of the group had 
met on several occasions and confirmed amongst 
themselves their desire to continue as a practice 

group in Ballarat into the future. 

As a result of the meeting on 20 February 2011, the 
group will make a clean break with the past and  
become independent, both financially and in terms of 
planning and leading their practice. They will now 

commence a period through to the end of June 2011  

where members and friends of the group will prepare 
and submit (to leadership/coordinators of the group) 
personal Zazen-kai attendance plans, in an effort to 
build a solid attendance foundation for their practice. 

Peter Gyoshin Blackman will take-up the leadership 
role during this period, with the aim of developing a 
core leadership group of three and a solid practice 
attendance. 

To support the Ballarat group in this endeavor, 

Jikishoan will pay the rent for Ballarat‘s Zanzen-kai 
venue until 30 June 2011. Ekai Osho and the  
President will provide advice and support as  
requested during this period, with a review  
meeting to be held with the group in the first half of 
July.  

Vaughan Daisen Behncke  

Membership 

We are pleased to welcome the following new  

members of Jikishoan: 

Melbourne: Anthony Wright, Isabel Henry 

Canberra:  Don Brown 

Ekai Korematsu Osho and the JZBC Committee 
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Sōtō Kitchen 
Recipes provided by Tenzo (Head Cook), Kiyoko Taylor & Fukuten (Assistant Tenzo), Michael Ewing.  

Turnip Pickles 

Ingredients (Serves 8-12) 

Method: 

1. Choose clean, medium sized turnips. 

2. Cut off the leaf joint and the root of the turnips 
 and wash carefully, trim if necessary. 

3. Slice the turnips thinly. Big turnips need to be 

 cut into half or quarters prior to slicing thinly. 

4. Sprinkle salt over the sliced turnips and toss  
 gently. 

5. Gently press *  turnips overnight, retaining all 
 liquid. 

6. Cut the kombu into thin strips and slice chilli 
 finely. 

7. Remove turnip from brine and drain. Mix turnip 

 with kombu, chilli and yuzu peel in a bowl. 

8. Mix together the vinegar and sugar, then pour 
 over turnip mixture. 

9. Put all of the combined ingredients back into 
 the press and press gently. 

Pickles will be ready for consumption in 1- 2 days. 

Keep refrigerated. 

*If you do not have a pickle press, you can use a 
plate with heavy items on top, eg. cans of food. 

Contributed by Jikishoan‘s Tenzo, Kiyoko Taylor. 

 

 

 

 

 

Miso Vegetables & Tofu 

Ingredients (Serves 4-6) 

Method: 

Combine miso, sake, mirin and sugar in a small 
saucepan. Bring just to a boil, then reduce heat and 
simmer gently for about 20 minutes, or until it    

thickens a bit. Toward the end, stir in the red pepper 
flakes, adding to taste. Remove from heat and allow 
to cool. 

In the meantime, bring a pot of water to a boil. 
Salt the water and blanch the vegetables very briefly, 
just long enough to take the raw edge off, no more 

than a minute. Drain and immediately run under cold 
water to stop the cooking. Drain well, you want to try 
to get as much water off the vegetables as possible. 

In a large serving bowl gently toss the vegetables 
until thoroughly coated with 1/3 cup of the miso 

dressing. Add the tofu and toss again. Taste and add 
more dressing if you like, just keep in mind, this   

particular dressing is quite strong and rich.  

Taken from www.101cookbooks.com and  
contributed by Michael Ewing. 

Bite-sized mixed veggies  
(such as broccoli, asparagus, green 
beans, cauliflower) 

4 cups / 340 g 

Firm Tofu 
Baked or grilled (or lightly  
pan-fried) cut into bite-sized pieces 

340g 

    
Dressing   

Awaze miso (or blend or equal 

parts white & red miso) 
6 oz 

Sake 1/4 cup 
Mirin 1/2 cup 
Sifted natural cane sugar 3 tablespoons 

Red pepper flakes or shichimi  
tōgarashi 

1 big pinch or 
two 

Turnip 1kg 

Kombu Around 10cm x 2 

Red chilli 1 or 2 (seeds discarded) 

Salt 35-40g (3.5-4% of turnip) 

Japanese rice vinegar 200ml 
Sugar 2 tablespoons 

Correction to last issue‟s Rice Salad recipe: 
Add ¼ cup of extra virgin olive oil to the dressing. 


